
SUNCOAST CAMPAIGN FOR GRADE-LEVEL READING

3RD GRADE — WEEK 2, BOOK 2

Activity: Plant your own flowers!

My Great Aunt Arizona
by Gloria Houston

Supplies: DIRECTIONS:

1. Put some damp soil in your 
container, almost to the top.

2. Poke your finger in the soil to make 
a hole for your seed.

3. Plant 1-2 seeds in each hole.
4. Cover the hole with the damp soil.
5. Put in a sunny location such as a 

window or covered porch.
6. Lightly sprinkle your seeds with 

water when the soil gets dry (every 
1-2 days).

7. Watch the plants grow up and the 
roots grow in the soil.

8. When your plants start to get too 
big for your containers, you can 
plant them in the ground!
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um

mer Reading Challenge

Reading is the key to succeeding!

2020 SUNCOAST

 y Flower seeds - zinnias grow well in 
the summer!

 y One (or more) containers, such as 
a clay pot, plastic cup or styrofoam 
cup (make sure there is a hole in the 
bottom of the containers so water 
can drain through)

 y Dirt!  Water! and Sunlight!

When your plants start to grow, take a picture of them and send it 
along with your name to: connect@gradelevelreadingsuncoast.net

Ta

ke a pic!
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Mini-Lesson 2  

You Will Need:  My Great Aunt Arizona by Gloria Houston 

1. Read aloud My Great Aunt Arizona and as you are 
reading point out the unique characteristics Aunt 
Arizona possesses. 

2. After reading the book, tell about a person who is 
special or unique in your life.  Be specific with stories 
and details. 

3.  Then have the children think about a person in their 
lives that is special or unique.  Let them share their 
stories aloud in a group or with a partner. 

4. Then have each child write and draw their ideas of a 
special person in their Writer’s Notebook under the 
pages of Inspiring Ideas. 

5. Children could also be given an assignment to go home 
and ask if there are more stories or memories about 
this special person.  Add those ideas to the Inspiring 
Ideas pages. 
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Mini-Lesson 2

You Will Need: My Great Aunt Arizona by Gloria Houston

1. Read aloud My Great Aunt Arizona and as you are reading point ot 
the unique characteristics Aunt Arizona possesses. 

2. After reading the book, tell about a person who is special or unique in 
your life. Be specific with stories and details. 

3. Then have the children think about  a person in their lives that is 
special or unique. Let them share their stories aloud in a group or with 
a partner. 

4. You can create your own Writer’s Notebook by folding 4 - 6 pieces of 
paper in half and either stapling down the fold or punch 3 holes in the 
pages and use a string or cord to tie them together.  Write your name 
on the front cover. Then have your child write and draw their ideas of a 
special person in their notebook.


